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Abstract
Faltering growth among children is a nutritional problem prevalent in low to medium
income countries; it is generally defined as a slower rate of growth compared to a reference
healthy population of the same age and gender. As faltering is closely associated with
reduced physical, intellectual and economic productivity potential, it is important to
identify faltered children and be able to characterise different growth patterns so that
targeted treatments can be designed and administered. We introduce a multiclass
classification model for growth trajectory that flexibly extends a current classification
approach called the broken stick model, which is a piecewise linear model with breaks
at fixed knot locations. Heterogeneity in growth patterns among children is captured
using mixture distributed random effects, whereby the mixture components determine
the classification of children into subgroups. The mixture distribution is modelled using
a Dirichlet process prior, which avoids the need to choose the “true” number of mixture
components, and allows this to be driven by the complexity of the data. Because children
have individual differences in the onset of growth stages, we introduce child-specific
random change points. Simulation results show that the random change point model
outperforms the broken stick model because it has fewer restrictions on knot locations.
We illustrate our model on a longitudinal birth cohort from the Healthy Birth, Growth
and Development knowledge integration project funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. Analysis reveals 9 subgroups of children within the population which exhibit
varying faltering trends between birth and age one.
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1 Introduction
According to the latest joint malnutrition estimates by the United Nations Children’s Fund,
World Health Organization (WHO), and World Bank Group (2018), it is estimated that in
2017, stunted growth is prevalent in 22.2% of the global population under the age of 5, or over
150 million children worldwide. This is particularly serious in low to medium income countries
where the rate of stunting is 35.0%. A major contributor to stunted growth is prolonged
faltering, defined as a slower rate of growth compared to a reference healthy population of the
same age and gender, which comes with adverse consequences such as increased susceptibility
to diarrhoea and respiratory infections (Kossmann et al., 2000), abnormal neurointegrative
development (Ben´ıtez-Bribiesca et al., 1999) and capital loss to the labour market (Hoddinott
et al., 2013). Therefore, it is imperative to take early preventive measures to minimise these
impacts. In order to implement preventive measures, faltered children must first be identified
in the population. It is additionally important to distinguish between different growth patterns,
as each type represents a particular growth behaviour and so merits a different response. For
example, children who caught up on growth after having faltered may have benefited from
the intake of better diets or nutritional supplements. Such strategies can then be extended to
other children in the cohort to improve their growth.
There are various statistical approaches for modelling growth curves. These can be broadly
classified into principal component-based and regression-based methods. Principal component-
based methods, such as the FACE algorithm (Xiao et al., 2016), originate from functional
data analysis (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) whereby inferences on curves are conducted
by discretising the curves to estimate a covariance function on which functional principal
component analysis is then performed. The underlying structures in the curves are then given
by the resulting eigenfunctions weighted by the associated eigenvalues. However, functional
methods are not suitable for sparse observations. This has made regression-based methods
more popular in the literature. Common regression models include the linear mixed model
(Lindstrom and Bates, 1988), and the broken stick model with random effects (de Kroon et al.,
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2010), which is a piecewise linear model with breaks at the knots. Anderson et al. (2019)
compare the most common growth modelling approaches and find that the broken stick model,
when used in conjunction with z-scores has superior performance in terms of out-of-sample
prediction. Z-scores, such as the height-for-age z-score (HAZ), is a measure defined by the
WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study Group (2006) that compares the anthropometric
measurements of a child against a reference population of healthy children of the same age
and gender.
Once a model is fitted, the next step is to classify the children into the different faltering
trajectory groups based on velocities derived from the model. Existing methods can be broadly
classified into threshold-based and model-based approaches. An example of threshold-based
methods is given in Leung et al. (2017), which suggests classifying those children with the
lowest 10% of values of random slope estimates extracted from a linear mixed model as being
abnormal. Threshold-based methods are arbitrary and the resulting classifications are not
comparable between different populations. In an attempt to overcome this caveat, Lee et al.
(2018) proposed fitting a two-component mixture distribution based on minimum velocities
extracted for each child from a broken stick model with random slopes. This is inefficient
as information from a vector of growth velocities for each child is summarised into a scalar,
and so it is then difficult to identify different types of growth trajectory. Furthermore, their
adopted modelling assumptions on the random slopes appear to be somewhat contradictory
between the regression model and the classifier.
Our article flexibly extends the broken stick model to introduce an approach which
incorporates the classifier within the regression model. This allows the classification of growth
curves into different patterns based on the vectors of velocities to be achieved within a single
model. In order to capture heterogeneity in the growth velocity between children, we extend
the broken stick model to allow for mixture distributed random slopes. Classification of
an individual child’s growth profile is then determined by the component of the mixture
distribution from which the vector of velocities is generated. We note that the concept of using
mixture distributed random effects within regression models for classification is not new. In
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the context of linear mixed models, Verbeke and Lesaffre (1996) identify slow growers in a
population of schoolgirls while Xu and Hedeker (2001) classify treatment response of patients
in clinical trials. Both articles use a finite mixture distribution, which requires specifying the
number of components in advance. We adopt a different strategy: modelling the distribution
of growth velocity non-parametrically within a Bayesian framework using the Dirichlet process
(DP) prior. The DP prior adapts the complexity of the model to the amount of data available
without requiring an a priori choice of the number of mixture components, which is often
unknown in practical applications.
A further contribution of this paper is to introduce random change points for the knots into
the broken stick model, rather than their locations being arbitrarily fixed. These change points
are modelled as random effects so that the difference in the timing of growth phases between
children can be accommodated within the model and the classification process. Probabilistic
inference for these change points is straightforward and can be implemented using Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. Classification of each child’s growth trajectory relies
on the posterior distribution, which for mixture models is known to suffer from the label
switching problem (Jasra et al., 2005). Additionally, the number of components in a DP
mixture model is variable. We overcome these issues by implementing the posterior expected
adjusted Rand (PEAR) method proposed in Fritsch and Ickstadt (2009), which is based on
Bayesian decision theory, to classify each child.
Our simulation studies demonstrate the superior performance of the random change points
model compared to the broken stick model with fixed knots. For the latter, due to its
limited flexibility in capturing change point heterogeneity, the number of clusters tends to be
overestimated in our analyses because of the biased estimation of growth velocity. We apply
the proposed methodology by analysing the growth profiles of a birth cohort of 373 children
from Vellore, India, over their first year of life. The results suggest that there are 9 subgroups
of children present in the population, with a majority exhibiting improved growth followed by
a faltering trend.
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The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the extension of the broken stick
model to mixture distributed random effects using the DP prior. It also introduces individual-
specific random change points to the model, and provides implementation details. Section 3
investigates the performance of the proposed model via simulation studies. Section 4 provides
an analysis of the Vellore growth curve dataset, and Section 5 concludes.
2 Methods
2.1 A broken stick model with mixture distributed random slopes
A popular method for modelling longitudinal growth data in the epidemiological literature is
the broken stick model. This may be defined as
zij = αi+β0i(tij− (tij−ξ1)+)+βKi(tij−ξK)+ +
K−1∑
k=1
βki((tij−ξk)+− (tij−ξk+1)+)+ ij, (2.1)
αi ∼ N (µα, σ2α), ij ∼ N (0, σ2 ), (2.2)
for i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , Ji, where zij ∈ R denotes the height-for-age z-score (HAZ) for child
i on the j-th measurement occasion at age tij, (x)+ = max{0, x} is the positive part of x and
ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξK)
> is an ordered vector of K predetermined knots, or change points, such that
ξ1 < · · · < ξK . The individual-specific random intercept αi and error ij are both assumed to
be independent and normally distributed with parameter vectors given by (µα, σ
2
α) and (0, σ
2
 )
respectively. The child-specific and time invariant αi controls for heterogeneity in the HAZ at
birth, centred around the population mean µα, and is assumed to be uncorrelated with the
error term ij . The broken stick model fits K + 1 piecewise linear segments with breaks at ξ to
model the growth trajectory calibrated in terms of the HAZ. The formulation in (2.1) enables
an individual child’s growth velocity to be obtained directly from the regression coefficients
since βki represents the rate of change in the HAZ between years ξk and ξk+1.
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We now consider distributional assumptions on the individual-specific growth velocity vector
βi = (β0i, . . . βKi)
>. Anderson et al. (2019) and Lee et al. (2018) model βi as realisations from
a multivariate N (µβ,Σβ) distribution with mean vector µβ and covariance matrix Σβ. This
signifies a homogeneous population model where individual growth profiles largely follow the
trend of a global trajectory, with the variability of deviation from this mean curve determined
by Σβ. Under this assumption the growth rate is, on average, the same for all children in the
population. However, this is rarely the case in practice. For example, Goode et al. (2014) find
that higher socio-economic status has a positive impact on the HAZ through greater health
consciousness and better household sanitation systems. Studies have also found evidence of
correlation between growth velocity during childhood and biological factors such as maternal
height (Ramakrishnan et al., 1999). Therefore, we alternatively consider a more structured
normal mixture distribution
βi ∼
G∑
g=1
pigN (µg,Σg), (2.3)
for positive weights pig > 0 with
∑G
g=1 pig = 1, in order to accommodate more complex
compositions in the population. Each mixture component in (2.3) corresponds to a particular
type of growth pattern, and each child belongs (probabilistically) to one of these G subgroups.
By clustering the children into different subgroups, subsequent analyses can then identify risk
factors which cause the manifestation of certain growth behaviours.
Equation (2.3) requires specifying the number of subgroups G, which is typically unknown
a priori in practice. There is an extensive existing literature that discusses this technical
difficulty. One common approach is to perform a likelihood ratio test (Titterington et al.,
1985), but the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis is unknown
(Ghosh and Sen, 1985), as opposed to the conventional χ2 distribution. Verbeke and Lesaffre
(1996) consider a goodness-of-fit test by comparing the probability distribution of random
variables derived from linear combinations of the observations against a uniform distribution
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. From the Bayesian perspective, Dasgupta and Raftery
(1998) use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) approximation to the Bayes factor as a
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basis for the selection of G, from which there is strong evidence to prefer the model with a
larger value of G if the BIC value increases by more than 10 upon an increase of one additional
mixture component. Sugar and James (2003) propose computing the average Mahalanobis
distance between the observations and their respective subgroup means for a range of values
G. They show theoretically that the “true” value of G contributes to the largest drop in the
distance. More recently, Fu´quene et al. (2016) develop a family of repulsive prior distributions
to penalise recurring components so that each subgroup is well distinguished. In the next
section, we describe a Bayesian approach that incorporates the estimation of G via a Dirichlet
process prior.
2.2 Bayesian non-parametric mixture modelling
Choosing a suitable value for the number of components G in a mixture distribution is a
non-trivial problem. Most of the methods described in Section 2.1 are ad-hoc, requiring the
need to fit multiple models of differing complexity, and selecting the “best” model based on
certain criteria. In order to circumvent the model selection procedure, we employ a Bayesian
non-parametric approach to fit a model which allows its complexity to be completely data-
driven. In general, such flexibility is achieved by assuming an infinite dimensional parameter
space Θ, on which a prior distribution is then developed. In our present context, subscribing
to this framework leads to an infinite mixture model.
A well-defined prior on Θ, which is widely used in applications of mixture modelling
(Zhang et al., 2005; da Silva, 2007) is the Dirichlet process (DP) prior, established in Ferguson
(1973). Let DP(λ,H0) denote a Dirichlet process with concentration parameter λ > 0 and
base distribution H0. A realisation, H, from this stochastic process is a discrete probability
distribution, taking the form
H =
∞∑
g=1
pigδθg , (2.4)
where δθ is a point mass located at θ, and θg, g = 1 . . . ,∞, are independent random samples
drawn from H0. The infinite sequence of weights {pig}∞g=1 is typically constructed using the
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stick-breaking process (Sethuraman, 1994) whereby metaphorically, a stick, initially of unit
length, is repeatedly broken at a random lengths, as determined by a Beta random variable γ.
In such a manner, the weights are constructed as
pig = γg
g−1∏
h=1
(1− γh), γg ∼ Beta(1, λ). (2.5)
For any measurable set A of Θ, E[H(A)] = H0(A), so that the prior for θ is centred on H0.
Loosely, this means that H0 can be considered as the average prior distribution for θ. The
concentration parameter λ controls the variability of H around H0. In the limit as λ→∞, H
converges to H0 pointwise, whereas H collapses to a point distribution as λ→ 0. Because of
the discrete nature of H, shown in (2.4), samples generated from H have a positive probability
of being identical. For example, the probability of generating exactly θg ∼ H is pig. This
property of the DP prior makes it a popular and attractive choice in clustering problems when
the number of clusters is unknown.
In the current setting, we consider a DP mixture model (Antoniak, 1974) for βi for which
βi|(µi,Σi) ∼ N (µi,Σi), (µi,Σi)|H ∼ H, H ∼ DP(λ,H0), (2.6)
for i = 1, . . . , N , where φi = (µi,Σi) are the parameters of a normal distribution specifying
the mixture component from which the growth velocity βi of child i is generated. Since the
parameter of interest is a mean vector and covariance matrix pair, one common choice of H0 is
the normal-inverse-Wishart distribution with parameters (m, c, ν,Ψ), having density function
p(φ) ∝ |Σ|−1/2 exp
(
− c
2
(µ−m)>Σ−1(µ−m)
)
× |Σ|−(ν+K+2)/2 exp
(
− 1
2
tr(ΨΣ−1)
)
.
Integrating out H from (2.6), Blackwell and MacQueen (1973) show that the conditional prior
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distribution induced on φi follows a Po´lya urn scheme, constructed as
φi|φ1, . . . , φi−1 ∼ 1
λ+ i− 1
i−1∑
j=1
δφj +
λ
λ+ i− 1H0. (2.7)
From (2.7), the generating mechanism of the first parameter φ1 involves drawing an independent
sample from the base distribution H0. Subsequent samples, φi, are then obtained by setting φi
to be a random draw from the previous samples {φ1, . . . , φi−1} with probability proportional to
i−1 (thereby directly introducing a clustering effect within the mixture model) or a new sample
from H0 (i.e. a new mixture component) with probability proportional to λ. Accordingly,
the generated samples {φ1, . . . , φN} concentrate on a set of unique values {θ1, . . . , θG}, with a
larger value of λ giving rise to a larger (random) value of G. In fact, Teh (2011) show that for
N, λ 0, we have
E[G] ' λ log
(
1 +
N
λ
)
,
indicating that the mean of G scales logarithmically with the size of the dataset, N . Note
that the value of G is bound above by N , and its (random) value is determined as part of the
posterior inference.
2.3 Knot locations as random effects
So far, the knot location vector ξ has been treated as predetermined and fixed across all
children in the population. However, this is unrealistic in the current context as individual
children react differently to treatment interventions such as the administration of vitamins
or to negative experiences such as infections, which will likely occur at individual-specific
time points. The heterogeneity in the timing of such events is likely to cause individual
trajectories to change course at different time points. Furthermore, erroneously fixing ξ as
in the broken stick model, will result in a biased estimate of the growth velocity βi as the
regression lines between two neighbouring segments are connected at the knot. This then
affects the classification of each child because their growth patterns are summarised by βi.
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Therefore, a sensible approach is to model the knot locations within the interval of [0, T ] as
a child-specific ordered vector of knot random effects ξi = (ξi1, . . . , ξiK)
>. We construct the
prior distribution of each ξi as
p(ξi) ∝
K+1∏
k=1
(ξik − ξi,k−1)×
K∏
k=1
1
(
ξik ∈
(
(k − 1)T
K
,
kT
K
))
, (2.8)
for i = 1, . . . , N , where ξi0 = 0 and ξi,K+1 = T for convenience and 1(E) is an indicator
function which takes value 1 if the event E occurs and 0 otherwise. The first product term in
(2.8) is the distribution of the even-numbered order statistics from 2K + 1 points uniformly
distributed on [0, T ], as used in Green (1995), which probabilistically encourages consecutive
knot points to be uniformly spaced. Although it usefully penalises short subintervals, it would
still be possible for the knots ξi to be concentrated in regions where there is an abundance of
informative data. As such, we additionally impose a hard constraint via the second product
term in (2.8), which ensures that there is exactly one knot within each of the K subintervals
of equal length on [0, T ] (see e.g. Fan et al. (2010) for a similar construction).
2.4 Posterior inference and cluster analysis
Posterior simulation for the DP mixture model defined in (2.6) is straightforward to implement
using MCMC methods (Gelman et al., 2013). However, naive sampling schemes based
on the Po´lya urn construction of the DP prior in (2.7) can be highly inefficient due to
numerical approximations of high dimensional integrals when the dimension of βi is large. Let
s = (s1, . . . , sN )
>, si ∈ {1, 2, . . .} be the vector of cluster allocation variables determining which
subgroup each child belongs to. Here we focus on the MCMC sampling of s, the weight of each
mixture component pig, the concentration parameter λ of the DP prior, and the knot random
effects ξi, as MCMC updates for other model parameters are straightforward. We implement
the slice sampler proposed by Walker (2007) which is based on the stick-breaking representation.
The slice sampling algorithm introduces auxiliary variables ui, i = 1, . . . , N , whose distribution
conditional on the label si is uniform on [0, pisi ]. This parameter augmentation strategy gives
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the conditional posterior distribution P(si = g| · · · ) of si as
P(si = g| · · · ) = exp(`i(θg))1(pig > ui)∑
h:pih>ui
exp(`i(θh))
, (2.9)
where `i(θg) is the log-likelihood function for child i under group g. Conditional on the other
model parameters, equation (2.9) indicates that the possible subgroups to which any child
belongs are restricted to a finite set of components in the infinite dimensional parameter space
Θ whose weights are greater than ui. Given this, the probability of child i belonging to any of
these subgroups is then proportional to the appropriate likelihood term exp(`i(θg)) for each
group.
Denoting the number of children in the g-th occupied mixture component by Ng, g =
1, . . . , G, the conditional posterior distribution of the weights can be shown to be Dirichlet
distributed (Ge et al., 2015), i.e.
(pi1, . . . , piG, pi
′)| · · · ∼ Dirichlet(N1, . . . , NG, λ),
where pi′ = 1−∑Gg=1 pig is the weight on Θ′ = Θ\{θ1, . . . , θG}. The stick-breaking process in
(2.5) is then applied to pi′ until the length of the stick is less than min{u1, . . . , uN}. For each
additional break of the stick with initial length pi′, a new sample θ′ ∈ Θ′ is drawn from the base
distribution, H0. The rationale behind this is to ensure that Θ′ has zero probability of being
sampled in (2.9). The generation of additional empty mixture components and the removal of
unoccupied components after sampling s changes the value of G between MCMC iterations.
Escobar and West (1995) show that likelihood function of the hyperparameter λ is given by
L(λ| · · · ) ∝ λG Γ(λ)
Γ(λ+N)
∝ λG
∫ 1
0
cλ−1(1− c)N−1dc,
where Γ denotes the gamma function and c is a latent variable. Under a Gamma(aλ, bλ) prior
for λ, the MCMC update for (λ, c) can be performed by Gibbs sampling, whereby c is generated
from a Beta(λ,N) distribution and then λ from a Gamma(aλ +G, bλ − log c) distribution.
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The individual-specific knots, ξi, can be updated one knot component, k = 1, . . . , K, at a
time using a Metropolis-Hastings update. Writing ξ˜
(k)
i = (ξi1, . . . , ξi,k−1, ξ˜ik, ξi,k+1, . . . , ξiK)
>
as the proposed vector of knot locations with ξ˜ik sampled uniformly from the subinterval
((k − 1)T/K, kT/K), the probability of accepting the proposal is given by
min
{
1, exp(`i(ξ˜
(k)
i )− `i(ξi))×
(ξi,k+1 − ξ˜ik)(ξ˜ik − ξi,k−1)
(ξi,k+1 − ξik)(ξik − ξi,k−1)
}
,
where `i denotes the log-likelihood for child i. For improved efficiency, the update for ξi can
be performed in parallel for each child.
Bayesian inference for mixture models often suffers from the label switching problem (Jasra
et al., 2005) due to the invariance of the likelihood function for βi in (2.3) to permutations
of the labels of the mixture components. This makes identification of and inference for each
component (i.e. the clusters of individuals) challenging. Identification of each component is
further complicated in a DP mixture model since G is variable. Fritsch and Ickstadt (2009)
proposed addressing this issue using Bayesian decision theory, where the best decision rule (for
component membership) satisfies certain optimality conditions. A popular measure used for
comparing competing membership clusterings s and s˜, with G and G˜ clusters respectively, is
the adjusted Rand index (ARI; Hubert and Arabie, 1985) defined as
ARI(s, s˜) =
∑G
p=1
∑G˜
q=1
(
Npq
2
)−∑Gp=1 (Np+2 )∑G˜q=1 (N+q2 )/(N2 )
1
2
(∑G
p=1
(
Np+
2
)
+
∑G˜
q=1
(
N+q
2
))−∑Gp=1 (Np+2 )∑G˜q=1 (N+q2 )/(N2 ) .
Here Npq is the number of individuals in group p of membership clustering s that are also in
group q of membership clustering s˜, Np+ =
∑G˜
q=1Npq, N+q =
∑G
p=1Npq and
(
n
2
)
= n(n−1)/2 is
the Binomial coefficient. The ARI measures the similarity between the two clusterings, mostly
taking values between 0 (for completely random clustering) and 1 (for identical clusterings).
Negative values of the ARI are possible but they have no substantive use. In the current
context, the optimal clustering sˆ maximises the posterior expected adjusted Rand (PEAR)
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index. That is,
sˆ = arg max
s˜
Es[ARI(s, s˜)],
where the expectation Es is taken with respect to the posterior distribution of s.
3 Simulation study
We now examine how the above model and inferential procedure performs in a controlled
setting. A population of N = 400 children was generated under the broken stick model in
(2.1). The child-specific random intercepts αi follow a N (0.75, 0.5) distribution and the error
variance σ2 is set as 0.15. The individual growth velocity vectors βi are generated from a
normal mixture distribution with G = 4 components with equal weights. The number of knots
is specified as K = 2 so that the growth trajectories are constructed from three piecewise
linear segments. The mean velocities for each subgroup, µg, g = 1, . . . , 4, are given by
[
µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4
]
=

−3.0 −7.5 −3.0 4.0
−3.0 −5.0 −1.0 1.0
−3.0 0.0 3.0 −3.0
 ,
and the covariance matrix for each subgroup, Σg = 0.2I, where I is the identity matrix.
Using the same βi, we construct two sets of data to examine different designs on the knot
locations. The first dataset (Dfixed) has fixed and equally spaced knots at t =
1
3
and t = 2
3
,
while the second dataset (Drandom) generates random knots for each child, with the first and
second knots drawn uniformly from the intervals [0, 0.5] and [0.5, 1] respectively. Figure 3.1
illustrates growth profiles for one representative individual from each subgroup (columns)
and also compares their differences between Dfixed (top panels) and Drandom (bottom panels)
for the same βi. The first three subgroups exhibit a faltering pattern with different rates
during the first two time periods. This faltering then either continues (subgroup 1), plateaus
(subgroup 2) or growth improves (subgroup 3) in the third time period. In contrast, subgroup
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Figure 3.1: HAZ score versus age (from birth until year 1) of representative simulated individuals
from each of the four distinct growth trajectory groups (columns) under the broken stick model.
Growth curve knot points are indicated by vertical dashed lines; the top panels showing equally
spaced fixed knots (Dfixed) and the bottom panels showing the same individuals but with random
knot points (Drandom). The observed data (×) is generated using the same random errors around
each growth curve for each individual (top versus bottom panel in each column).
4 is qualitatively different, whereby the children experience accelerated growth over time before
a decline in the HAZ score is observed closer to age 1.
For each child, a random number (uniformly between 10 and 20) of HAZ observations
was generated, with the measurement time of each observation being uniformly distributed
between birth and age 1. To reduce variability in the comparison between Dfixed and Drandom,
the two datasets were generated using the same number, measurement time of observations
and random deviations around the two growth trajectories for each individual child. In this
manner, the empirical residuals around each growth trajectory are identical between the two
datasets for each child (see top versus bottom panels for each column in Figure 3.1).
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For inference we adopted weakly informative conjugate prior distributions. In particular we
specified µα ∼ N (0, 25), σα, σ ∼ half-Cauchy(5), λ ∼ Gamma(2, 4), and the base distribution
H0 has a normal-inverse-Wishart distribution with parameters (m, c, ν,Ψ) = (0, 10−3, K+2, I).
Posterior sampling is achieved using MCMC following the details in Section 2.4 with a chain
of 100 000 iterations, with the first 50 000 iterations discarded as burn in and retaining every
20th of the remaining samples. We fit two model variants to each dataset: Mfixed is the model
with K = 2 fixed and equally spaced knots at t = 1
3
and t = 2
3
, whereas Mrandom is the model
where the two knot points are allowed to vary for each individual. Optimisation of PEAR to
obtain sˆ was implemented using the mcclust package in R.
Table 3.1 presents a summary of the performance of models Mfixed and Mrandom for both
datasets, in terms of the final group classification outcome. For the fixed knot dataset Dfixed
both models perform similarly well by correctly identifying the true number of groups. This
largely occurs as the Mfixed model is contained within the Mrandom model, and so the latter
has the capacity to achieve the same performance as the former when the data have the knot
structure assumed in Mfixed. Of course, here model Mfixed is slightly outperforming Mrandom
in terms of the Es [ARI(sˆ, s)] because the latter needs to estimate the knot locations based
on a small number of observed datapoints, which introduces some variability into the final
classification. As the number of observations per individual increases, we can expect these two
models to perform similarly. Although model Mrandom produces lower agreement with the true
Dataset Model Gmin Gmax Gmode Gˆ Es [ARI(sˆ, s)] ARI(sˆ, strue)
Dfixed
Mfixed 4 6 4 4 0.9674 0.9734
Mrandom 4 5 4 4 0.9096 0.9606
Drandom
Mfixed 6 9 7 7 0.7096 0.6102
Mrandom 4 5 4 4 0.8245 0.7756
Table 3.1: Performance summary when fitting fixed and random knot location models (Mfixed
and Mrandom) to fixed and random knot location datasets (Dfixed and Drandom). For each
dataset/model pair, columns indicate minimum, maximum and mode of the posterior of the
number of mixture components (Gmin, Gmax, Gmode); the number of groups Gˆ in the optimal
clustering sˆ; the value of the posterior expectation Es [ARI(sˆ, s)]) evaluated at sˆ; and the
ARI score comparing the estimated sˆ to the true group structure strue.
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clustering strue, the realised classification obtained from the optimisation of PEAR is very
much comparable to that of model Mfixed as shown in Table 3.2: most children are allocated
to their respective true groups, with a 1.5% misclassification rate.
In contrast, when modelling the more heterogeneous (and realistic) dataset Drandom, which
is more realistic in practice, the fixed knot model performs significantly worse than the random
knot model. The Mfixed model gives an ARI score which indicates poor concurrence with
strue. This arises as the fixed knots lead to biased estimates of each child’s growth velocities
βi, which then results in a much larger estimated number of groups as the estimated growth
curves are forced to be more dissimilar. True subgroup 1 has the same average velocity (−3.0)
across all broken stick segments. As a result, the location of the knots is not critical, and so
any bias in βi for members in this group is relatively small. Therefore, this group can largely
be identified correctly under the fixed knot model. This is not the case for the other true
clusters: the individuals in these clusters tend to be split into smaller subgroups. Fitting the
random knot model Mrandom naturally performs well, as expected. Overall, it is clear that
unless the true knot points for any growth curve are known (which will not be the case in
practice) and so can be fixed in the model, the random knot location model, which allows for
the heterogeneity between each individual child’s growth stages, will outperform the fixed knot
location model.
Dfixed Drandom
Mfixed Mrandom Mfixed Mrandom
strue\sˆ 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4
1 99 0 1 0 96 0 4 0 97 0 1 2 0 0 0 96 0 4 0
2 1 99 0 0 0 100 0 0 10 50 40 0 0 0 0 12 88 0 0
3 2 0 98 0 0 0 98 2 7 0 0 51 42 0 0 14 0 82 4
4 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 56 44 0 0 2 98
Table 3.2: Contingency table comparing the true group allocations strue to those in the
estimated optimal clusterings sˆ. Results are shown when fitting fixed and random knot
location models (Mfixed and Mrandom) to fixed and random knot location datasets (Dfixed and
Drandom).
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4 Application: Longitudinal birth cohort in India
The Healthy Birth, Growth and Development knowledge integration (HBGDki) project is an
initiative supported by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to combine and standardise
information from various epidemiological studies into a single knowledge base (Jumbe et al.,
2016). The principal objective of this project is to facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration
among experts across different fields to gain insights into global child growth and development
issues. The life quality of children, particularly those in low to medium income countries, can
be greatly improved by the development of appropriate and timely health solutions. To date
the project has amassed data sets from 192 studies, involving close to 11.5 million children
and spanning 36 countries.
Our focus is on the classification of growth curves for a longitudinal study from the HBGDki
project, examining the prevalence of rotavirus infections in a birth cohort in Vellore, India
(Paul et al., 2014). The sample population of N = 373 children were followed up for three years
from birth and had their anthropometric measurements recorded. For the present analysis,
we only analyse the HAZ scores from birth to year 1 as this is the period of fastest growth
in mental development (Olusanya and Renner, 2013). We remove outliers (HAZ < −6 or
HAZ > 6) based on WHO recommendations. This results in 5 to 15 observations for each child,
with the first measurement taken between days 1 and 225. The time scale is represented as age
in years (between 0 and 1), and the number of random growth curve knot points is specified as
K = 3. More sophisticated analyses could treat K as unknown with some prior specification,
which could be implemented via reversible-jump style MCMC algorithms (Green, 1995; Sisson,
2005). However, here we fix the value of K = 3 which provides sufficient flexibility in the
shape of the individual growth curves as the number of observed measurements for each child is
relatively small. Further diagnostic analyses using K > 3 did not result in noticeably different
analysis outcomes (results not shown). Prior distributions on model parameters follow those in
Section 3. The MCMC algorithm is run for 300 000 iterations, with the first 100 000 iterations
discarded as burn in, retaining every 50th of the remaining samples.
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Figure 4.1 shows empirical growth curves obtained from the estimated groupings of children,
and Figure 4.2 shows the associated fitted posterior mean growth curves. The optimal clustering
sˆ identifies 9 unique subgroups, which coincides with the posterior mode for the number of
groups in the posterior distribution for G. Children in the two largest subgroups show faltering
growth where the distinction between them is the slight improvement in the HAZ score from
birth in subgroup 1. Subgroup 3 experiences severe early stage faltering which persists for
approximately 6 months, after which the HAZ scores subsequently improve. This growth
pattern is also observed in subgroup 7, but the changes are milder. Subgroups 4 and 6 each
alternate between growth and faltering, with the amplitude of each change differentiating
between the two groups. Children in subgroups 5 and 8 exhibit a steep decline in the HAZ
score before a short interval of significant recovery is observed, and which is then followed by
another onset of faltered growth. The difference between these two subgroups lies in the times
at which catch-up growth occurs (t ∈ [0.25, 0.5] for subgroup 5, t ∈ [0.5, 0.8] for subgroup 8).
Subgroup 9 consists of a small number of children with severe and continued faltering growth
between birth and age 1.
We conduct a further analysis to explore whether there is any relationship between various
covariates recorded on each individual and the classification of children into the subgroups
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.3 shows the results. In terms of gender composition,
subgroup 1 comprises mostly females (59.0%), whereas subgroup 3 has a disproportionately
large number of males (68.6%). These subgroups deviate significantly from the composition
of the full sample which has approximately equal proportions for each gender. Mothers who
received no formal education are more likely to give birth to children that exhibit the growth
patterns in subgroups 3 and 4. Children are also more likely to experience severe faltering
in their early childhood (subgroups 3 and 5) if they are birthed by mothers who completed
5 years (a moderate amount) of education. Moreover, these children have lower IQ scores
(general intelligence, performance and verbal) compared to their peers, as indicated by the
lower median scores for these tests in subgroups 3 and 5. On the other hand, children in
subgroup 4, which exhibits the mildest faltering of all subgroups, have the highest median IQ
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Figure 4.1: Subgroups of children from the Vellore cohort. Individual raw trajectories, obtained
by connecting the observations with straight lines, are shown for a sample of children from each
subgroup. The number of children in each subgroup is given in parentheses.
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Figure 4.2: Estimated posterior mean trajectories for the same sample and groupings of children in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Bar charts illustrating the proportion of children in terms of gender and maternal
education levels in different subgroups (left panels), and boxplots showing the distributions
of IQ scores types (general intelligence, verbal and performance) for children in different
subgroups (center and right panels). Raw data (×) for IQ scores are shown for subgroups 6–9
which have a small number of observations. Not all children are represented in each boxplot
due to missing data.
scores for all tests and this is in line with the results in Emond et al. (2007). For children in
the smaller subgroups (i.e. subgroups 6–9), subgroups 7 and 9 are dominated by male children
(75% and 100% respectively), while those in subgroups 6 and 8 are mostly bore by mothers
who are highly educated. There are no obvious covariate patterns to account for those children
who experienced severe faltering in the first year (subgroup 9). However, these conclusions are
unreliable due to the small number of children in these subgroups.
5 Conclusion
Our article proposes a new model to classify growth patterns in longitudinal child growth
studies where the number of classes is not known in advance. We model the evolution of
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growth in terms of the HAZ scores by piecewise linear segments (i.e. the broken-stick model)
whereby an individual child’s rates of growth are characterised by the slopes of these segments.
Accordingly, it is plausible to use these slope parameters as a proxy for the growth pattern and
so model their similarities via a mixture distribution. The classification rule is then determined
by the mixture component from which the growth pattern is generated. A mixture distribution
requires specifying a suitable number of components to prevent over- and under-fitting. To
overcome this issue, a Bayesian non-parametric approach is adopted using the Dirichlet process
prior, so that the number of mixture components is driven by the complexity of the data.
In order to extend the flexibility of the broken-stick model, and ensure that it can be a
viable model in practice given the heterogeneity inherent in observed datasets, we incorporated
random knot locations into the model. The location of the knots varies between children and
follows the even-numbered order statistics distribution in Green (1995) a priori. In addition, we
impose a structural restriction which ensures that there is a knot within each of several equally
divided segments of the observational period. This is because we regard two growth curves,
where one has the same shape as the other but lags by one period, as being different. Our
simulation studies suggest that overall the random knot point model performs well: the fixed
knot points model overestimates the number of components when the true data generating
process has random change points due to the resulting biased estimation of the velocity vectors.
Our methodology is applied to a longitudinal study of birth cohort in Vellore, India from
the Healthy Birth, Growth and Development knowledge integration (HBGDki) project funded
by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Analysis of the posterior distribution indicated that
there are 9 different types of growth profiles in the population. We note that the granularity
of the classification can be increased if we are willing to impose stronger assumptions in the
model, for example by having a shared covariance matrix across all subgroups, or by restricting
the covariance matrices to be diagonal.
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